BRIEFS

The unique, new Verti-Brush® cleans surfaces with one simple pass. Even when the surface is wet. It's a new way of brushing sand into aeration holes or other types of surface undulation. Unlike rotating or reciprocating brushes, the open helix Verti-Brush picks up the sand and forcefully disperses it over the surface. It has a working width of 5 feet, is PTO driven and can be used on various equipment from greensmowers to tractors. There are lots of other unique applications such as dew removal from greens or brushing sand off brick pathways. To find out more, why not call for a demo or free literature?

NEW PRODUCT OF THE MONTH
Par Aide has introduced its new BunkerPro, the bunker rake that's designed to deliver years of use. A full 15 inches wide, the dual-sided, nylon-filled plastic head displays tines for smoothing on one side with a flat blade on the other. Since comfort plays an important factor in player participation in course upkeep, the extra-long, 54-inch handle with molded rubber grip surpasses conventional rakes by a full 6 inches. But perhaps the biggest selling feature is affordability. Priced well below $20, this rake satisfies the needs of bunkers and budgets. For more information, contact Par Aide at 612-779-9851.

The Grass Is Always Greener . . .

When you let Davis Instruments' new GroWeather™ work for you.

GroWeather monitors weather conditions to help you make optimal decisions about Pest Control and Irrigation. It calculates Evapotranspiration, Growing Degree Days, and Heat Stress Index. Stores height bars, and accumulated readings. Station alarms can be used to activate your sprinkler or drip system when temperature, boundary, and leaf wetness factors call for it. Using our data logging/printer option, data may be graphed and compared. Software enables you to track development of individual pests with powerful degree-day feature. Choose thresholds to measure hours of Daylight, Chill, Leaf Wetness, Soil Temperature, and temperature/ humidity.

For information, call 1-800-678-3669

Your very first brush with success.
Meet the new Verti-Brush®

The unique, new Verti-Brush® cleans surfaces with one simple pass. Even when the surface is wet. It's a new way of brushing sand into aeration holes or other types of surface undulation. Unlike rotating or reciprocating brushes, the open helix Verti-Brush picks up the sand and forcefully disperses it over the surface. It has a working width of 5 feet, is PTO driven and can be used on various equipment from greensmowers to tractors. There are lots of other unique applications such as dew removal from greens or brushing sand off brick pathways. To find out more, why not call for a demo or free literature?
When you need to win, season after season, Fore® is easier than ever to handle, measure and mix. The quickly dissolving packets make Fore® easier to get knockdown of pythium. Plus, use Fore® with Prostar® soluble packs. Just drop a pack directly into the spray system for systemic control and with Subdue® for unbeatable control of pythium, gray mold, brown spot, fusarium, patch, rust, slime mold, helminthosporium, stress, rhizoctonia and blight. And one Fore® all.

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW LABEL DIRECTIONS.